
Design comfort for split climate conditions of summer and winter:
 Shouldn’t cool down to much during winter 
 Shouldn’t heat up to much in the summer.

-Design circulation of building parallel to prevailing breezes in hu-
mid and hot summer season for natural ventilation

-Protection from chilly winds during winter time

-Air tight construction is good for hvac usage

-Winter chill winds need to be controlled, but this doesn’t mean that 
the design solution kills the overall wind flow for it will make the 
building passively uncomfortable for summer

-Large apertures on eastern face walls and small apertures on west walls(during the 
summer this could result in uncomfortable conditions during the night)

-Lightshelves for rooms’  twenty feet deep

-East west orientation

Trombe wall
Water wall
Solar wall 
Attached greenhouse

-South wall shouldn’t have many surfaces(windows) that are a thermal bridge 

-Large apertures on eastern face walls and small apertures on west walls(during the 
summer this could result in uncomfortable conditions during the night)

-Keep reflectivity and emissivity in mind for heat gain.
emissivity(shiny metals have low emissivity)
Wood .95 
Glass .94 
Paint, average of 16 colors .94 
Brick, common red .93 
Concrete .92 
Plaster, rough coat .91
for thermal 
material

-Heavy thermal conductive material on the ground 
level and light construction on top.
-Thermal battery walls and floors should have a lag 
time of 9 to 12 hours.
-Southern slope is warmer.
-Drain water away from building.
-Moisture is deadly for the life span of building

-Use tree line to direct or help natural ventilation occur 
-Winter wind should be controlled by conifers trees
-Conifers trees grow faster than decidious
-Summer shading should be implemented by deciduous.
-Shading
-

Solar: Wind: Flora: Earth:

Assignment F

Pros:
-Aperture options without uncontrolled thermal bridging.
-Controlled solar radiant heat intake on building: 
 reduces lighting and HVAC cost by 10-40 percent.
-Custom filter options for ultraviolet and infrared solar rays.
-Only economic if installed on east, south, and east facing walls.
-Color and tint options ex: gothic churches
-Trap solar heat for passive warming in winter session.
-Acoustical insulation 
-Emissivity value is chemically adjustable

Pros and Cons of glazing walls versus punched openings in solid walls
Cons:
-Expensive for skin dominated building 
-If installed without proper calculation it becomes source of conden-
sation and water build up that is bad for building.
 -single glaze wall bad for coastal areas.
-Thermal Bridge 
-No solar shading


